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Abstract
Objective: To assess the knowledge, attitude and practice of hepatitis B and C patients towards the disease.
Methods: The cross-sectional, descriptive, questionnaire-based study was conducted at the Rawalpindi Medical University (RMU) and its allied hospitals, Rawalpindi, Pakistan, from October to December 2017, and comprised hepatitis B and C patients aged ≥18 years who were visiting the outpatient department. A structured, close-ended, 30-item questionnaire was used to collect data which was then analysed using SPSS 23.
Results: Of the 399 patients, 230(57.6%) were women, 103(26%) did not have any formal education, and TV, radio and the internet was the main source of information regarding hepatitis for 138(34.6%) patients. The overall mean age was 42.82±11.78 years. The sample showed poor knowledge with a mean score of 7.33±2.03, adequate attitude with a mean of 4.33±1.19, and poor practice with a mean of 2.97±1.05. Correlation was statistically significant between knowledge and practice (p<0.01).
Conclusion: Lack of imperative knowledge of hepatitis in patients was the main reason for negative attitude and poor practices.
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Introduction
Hepatitis is an infectious disease of the liver with two main types: hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection and hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection. Over the globe, these two infections comprise maximum morbidity as far as chronic liver disease (CLD) is concerned. Besides, HBV and HCV infections are the main reason for liver cirrhosis and liver failure if not controlled.1 HBV alone is responsible for infection of over 350 million people out of the more than 2 billion exposed annually all over the globe;2 which shows serious threat to community in the light of morbidity and healthcare cost. About 170 million people get infected with HCV yearly all over the globe and out of which estimated 3-4 million people get infected each year.

Pakistan, a developing country, is also being affected by HBV and HCV infections. It is documented that there is a 2-7% prevalence of HBV infection in Pakistan. However, there is no authentic data to show exact prevalence.3 It is estimated that more than 10 million people in Pakistan are infected with HBV each year. Pakistan Medical Research Council (PMRC) conducted a study back in 2007-08 regarding the prevalence of HBV and HCV infection across Pakistan. It found that HBV prevailed less with 2.5% than HCV infection that was 4.8% around major parts of Pakistan and the cumulative frequencies of both these infections were 7.6%, with a number of patients crossing the 13 million mark in that period.4

Knowledge, attitude and practice (KAP) studies are surveys in which the focus is on data gathering of the population regarding what is known, believed and executed in response to a particular topic or situation. That is why KAP studies are one of the most commonly used survey methods in social health sciences. Knowledge is the public’s information regarding particular health-related issue or topic.5 Attitude is a predisposition or a tendency to respond positively or negatively towards a certain idea, object, person, or situation. Attitude also influences a person’s choice of particular response actions, and response towards challenges, rewards, etc.5 Practices in healthcare refer to the precise actions or preventive and treatment measures in response to a particular medical condition.5 HBV and HCV infections’ rate have been increasing immensely in Pakistan for which more effective preventive measures are necessary. KAP studies are imperative to these kinds of strategies because KAP is directly proportional to prevalence.6 By assessing patient’s knowledge, attitude towards their disease and regular practice, physicians can help improve their patient’s lifestyle by improving their awareness level which will positively lead to their best beliefs towards hepatitis and ultimately better practices regarding adherence to
treatment strategy, follow-up and general preventive measures in their everyday routine.\textsuperscript{7} The 69th World Health Assembly approved the Global Health Strategy in 2016. The purposes of these strategies are to eradicate the hepatitis infection by the year 2030 and for that purpose, the World Health Organisation (WHO) set certain worldwide targets to achieve its goal.\textsuperscript{8} These targets include a 90\% reduction in new cases of chronic hepatitis C, a 65\% reduction in hepatitis C deaths, and treatment of 80\% of eligible people with chronic hepatitis C infections. In order to achieve these targets, governments and health authorities should focus on developing epidemiological evidence-based country-level strategies.\textsuperscript{9} To achieve all of these goals, accurate public awareness is imperative and that is why KAP studies are so important for healthcare reforms. KAP data will definitely help in designing and execution of suitable prevention and treatment strategies.\textsuperscript{10}

The current study was planned to assess KAP levels of HBV and HCV patients towards their disease.

**Subjects and Methods**

The cross-sectional, descriptive, questionnaire-based study was conducted at the outpatient department (OPD) of Rawalpindi Medical University (RMU) and its allied hospitals, Rawalpindi, Pakistan, which is a tertiary care facility. Since the study was based upon data from a specific set of population at a specific point in time, therefore the sample size was time-dependent. Approval was obtained from the ethics committee of the Department of Pharmacy, COMSATS University Islamabad, Abbottabad Campus, Abbottabad, Pakistan as well as from the RMU, Department of Medical Education. HBV and HCV patients coming to the hepatitis clinic in OPD were approached for the study.

Those selected were patients with established HBV or HCV infection aged $\geq$18 years. Those visiting for the first time without polymerase chain reaction (PCR) report for hepatitis diagnosis were excluded. Verbal consent from each patient was obtained before the interview.

Data was collected using a structured, close-ended, 30-item questionnaire. Apart from the questions related to demographic characteristics of the patients, 16 questions were mentioned in the knowledge section. Each question had three options, ‘Yes’, ‘No’ and ‘Do Not Know’, and was allocated 1 score for a correct and 0 score for a wrong answer. With a range of 0-16, a score of $\geq$9 was considered adequate knowledge, while <9 was considered poor. There were 7 questions related to attitude. Every question was assigned 1 score for positive attitude and 0 for negative attitude. Within a range of 0-7, a score of 4 was set as an overall positive attitude.\textsuperscript{6} There were 7 questions in the practice section. Each question was assigned good or poor practice label; score of 1 was given to positive and 0 to the negative response. Total practice score was 7 and the scale categorised good practice with a score of $\geq$4 and poor with a score of <4. Correlations between our study variables were interpreted as: 0-0.25=weak correlation, 0.25-0.5=fair correlation, 0.5-0.75=good correlation and greater than 0.75=excellent correlation.\textsuperscript{6}

Knowledge-evaluating questions related to general awareness of hepatitis, its symptoms, transmission, vaccination, diet, etc. Questions to assess attitude targeted patient’s attitude towards treatment, physicians, cost of diagnosis and treatment, and regarding the sharing pattern of their disease. The practice section consisted of questions related to patient’s lifestyle practices regarding prevention of the disease.

The questionnaire first pilot-tested over 15-20 respondents to check responses to certain types of questions. It was found suitable for every section of the questionnaire. The internal consistency and reliability of the questionnaire was pre-validated as it was obtained from a previous study\textsuperscript{6} with Cronbach’s alpha value $\geq$0.7. The pilot study was basically conducted to ensure and investigate the response rate of the patients. It was not part of the validation process but was aimed at confirming that this particular instrument could be employed easily with maximum response rate from the specific population subset. The questionnaire was in the English language and patients’ responses were filled up by the data-collecting team. Each question was verbally elaborated and explained in the local language to the respondents at the time of interview.

Data was analysed using SPSS 23. Demographic characteristics were analysed through descriptive statistics. Categorical variables were measured as frequencies and percentages, and continuous variables as mean and standard deviation (SD). The nature of data distribution was assessed using Kolmogorov Smirnov Test. The study data was not normal due to its small size, so inferential statistics, including Mann Whitney U test and Kruskal Wallis H test, were applied to analyse the difference between patient characteristics and study variables. Spearman’s correlation was used to elaborate the correlation/association among KAP items.\textsuperscript{6} The 95\% probability level ($p<0.05$) was used as significant for Mann Whitney U, Kruskal Wallis tests as well as for correlation analysis.

**Results**

Of the 399 patients, 230(57.6\%) were women, 103(26\%)
The study focussed on the assessment of knowledge, practice, and weak correlation between attitude and attitude, fair correlation between knowledge and knowledge. There was a weak correlation between knowledge and practice (p<0.01) 2.97±1.05 (Table-4). Correlation was statistically significant between knowledge and practice (p<0.01) (Table-5).

There was a weak correlation between knowledge and attitude, fair correlation between knowledge and practice, and weak correlation between attitude and practice (Table-6).

**Discussion**

The study focussed on the assessment of knowledge, attitude and practice of HBV and HCV patients about their disease. When the respondents were asked regarding knowledge about their disease, it was found poor regardless of the fact that they had actually been going through the condition. Low mean knowledge score indicated a lack of essential information of patients regarding aetiology, symptoms, transmission, management and prevention strategies, which may be attributed to comparatively greater rate of prevalence among the population. The sample showed poor knowledge with a mean score of 7.33±2.03 (Table-2), adequate attitude with a mean of 4.33±1.19 (Table-3), and poor practice with a mean of 2.97±1.05 (Table-4). Correlation was statistically significant between knowledge and practice (p<0.01) (Table-5).

There was a weak correlation between knowledge and attitude, fair correlation between knowledge and practice, and weak correlation between attitude and practice (Table-6).
knowledge was reflected in answers to questions related to transmission and sign and symptoms of hepatitis. On a global scale, lots of studies have reported similar findings, especially poor knowledge towards HBV. However, findings of one study, conducted among barbers and their customers in Egypt, contrary to our results, showed that overall knowledge was good as far as transmission of the disease was concerned. This difference in knowledge may be due to different demographic characteristics, study setting or survey instrument used for data collection.

Our results are a bit different than most studies conducted in Pakistan regarding attitude towards hepatitis as it was found to be on the positive side. This is perhaps due to the fact that many participants showed a positive intent towards actions like going to the physicians rather than to alternative medicine or self-medication. These findings are contrary to the results of a similar study conducted in Quetta, which reported that 79% of the participants were within the negative attitude scale. Health Belief Model highlights an imperative feature of the patient care which shows that patient’s attitude and beliefs towards their illness indicate their response and behaviour towards that particular medical condition. Although our results showed that overall attitude was positive, but lots of respondents showed negative behaviour regarding going to physician or health facility without delay. This can be explained by the fact that almost half of the participants reported the cost of the diagnosis and treatment of the disease to be very high, which is a main matter of concern in a developing country like Pakistan where alternative treatment methods are much preferred over standard medical treatment simply because of the lower costs.

Our results showed poor practice of the patients with regard to their disease. The finding is consistent with those of other KAP studies conducted in Pakistan and worldwide among patients as well as in the general public, which reported that the participants had overall poor practices towards hepatitis. However, these results seem contrary to a study which reported good practices about hepatitis among patients.

In the light of the discussion above, there is a need to establish the fact that patients’ demographic characteristics had an impact on their KAP towards the
disease. The level of education especially had a major impact on the knowledge of the study participants, which is against the findings in another study which established that level of education had no impact on knowledge of the participants. Age was not found to be a significant factor in this regard except on patient's attitude. These facts clear one thing that patient characteristics do have an impact on the knowledge, attitude as well as practice of the patients.

Linear positive correlation among knowledge, attitude and practice showed that these variables had a direct impact on one another. The finding is line with another study that showed better knowledge about the disease definitely had a positive impact on patient’s attitude and beliefs towards their disease, which ultimately led to good practices regarding prevention strategies. The current study was conducted at a public health facility in which most of the visiting patients had poor socio-economic status as well as poor educational level. As such, the study may not entirely represent the whole population. Also, the study was conducted at a single centre, and as such, the results may not be generalised.

Despite the limitations, the study does bring to fore the act that lack of imperative knowledge of hepatitis in patients was the main reason of negative attitude and poor practices. Attention should be given towards improving public knowledge regarding chronic diseases like hepatitis and empowering the population will help eradicate these infectious diseases from the community.

A collaborative approach involving different healthcare providers, like physicians, pharmacists and nurses, is recommended so that better healthcare facilities can be made easily accessible to the population.

**Conclusion**

Lack of knowledge of hepatitis in HBV and HCV patients was the main reason behind negative attitude and poor practices. However, positive linear correlation between knowledge, attitude and practice highlighted that...
improved knowledge can lead to better attitude towards the disease and ultimately better practices for treatment and prevention.
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